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I. ^I'll^ODUCTIOl. I

The Filipino Indigenous Cultural Communities (ICCs) are ref^ITed t
of people sharing common bonds of language, customs, traditions d th.
distinguishing cultural traits and who . have, under claims of o hi
immemorial occupied, possessed and utilized a territory. The are at
have lived as a coriumunity bounded and defined ternto shadn co b d
language, customs, traditions and other distinctive cultural traits and wh. h , lit
resistance to political, social and cultural taroads of colonization b hi
different from the majority of Filipinos.

Numbering about 12 Twillion, the Filipino IPs are located in diff t f
country mostly in fragile ecosystans such as uplands and coastal areas. Des t th
fragility of these areas the ICCs have managed to survive bein local f h '
resources employing their indigenous knowledge systonis and tactices. hid'
Knowledge is defined as knowledge that people in a given con^nu h d I
over time. It could be in the fomi of infomiation, practices and techn I , b I' f ,
tools, materials, local experimentation, biological resources, human ,
indigenous education and communication systems. It is based on ex e^ienc , ft t d
over centuries of use adapted to local culture and environment, d nam' d h(ERR, 1996). ' g'g

The IPs costiimary laws are part of their own 11<SP. These are bod f ^
unwritten rules usages customs and practices, which they have traditionalI b ' d
accepted and recognized through the years' These indigenous laws have b d
continue to be key to their harmonious dealing and relationshi with each th , 'tii
other people, authorities and nature. Outside pressure and influence h
threatening the continuity and practice of these customary laws.

Indigenous Knowledge Systems and Practices (^<. SPs) have been t
contribute to the sustainability and productivity of many ecosystems, exam tos f lit IL
include the rice terraces and inuyun. g (private woodlot of the Iftrgao, the traditional
biodiverse swidden of the Hanunuo', the fish conservation tact' f h D ,
the traditional herbal medicines of many Filipino ethnic communities.

Undoubtedly, in communities have made coura Gous e^E rts t
indigenous knowledge systems and practices but with the ra id d I
them (e. g. World Trade Organization, ASEAN Free Trade Agreement, Asia P f
Economic 'Cooperation, East Asia Growth Area) and subsequent massive de adat ' f
natural resources, those efforts are not 6110ug!I. Their local initiatives need t b
recognized, enhanced and supported by the goverxii, lent.

GENERAL ERA^IEWORK FOR IECSP PROTECTION
AND PROMOTION D^I TllE pH^lIPP^IES
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The sumival and cultural identity of tile ICC revolve largely in their IECSP. Their
11<SP in turn are rooted on the ancestral domain and natural resources with which the IPs

have lived for centuries. It is most appropriate then, to look at IECSP and ancestral domain
under one whole context.

No one understands the intricacies of the native ecosystem deeper than do the
ICCs. They understand every component' of its structure and functioning as well as many
of its uses so much so that many of their needs are supplied by such resource base. 1.10
wonder th. ^so people have managed to survive in these areas for many many years,

^. OVERALL ASSESS^NT A^D T^D IN ANCEST^ DOM^ ^D IKSP

A. Indigenous Peoples Outlook on their ^<SP

Generally the lips have positive regard of their l"<SP as it is their means for
survival and basis of cultural identity. A national IP congress held in antipolo
Rizal last November 1996 provided an opportunity for the IPs to do an inward
analysis of their own ^<SP as to its strengths, OPPornniities and threats. The result
is presented below.
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of understanding of the local folks and that' of their children and grandchildren.
They are easily communicated and learned by practice and apprenticeship.

Sim 16 and eastl transmitted to

.,

resources, these are easily within their reach and easily availed of at low cost or
gratis basis.

Low-cos

forests and natural resources. They live with nature and by nature. Their respect
of sacred sites coatonn to environmental conservation and management. They
have a system using resources without causing undue stress to such resources.

,

Airini

localI

to and harmon. with nature. The ms uphold the tritegi'ity of land,

available. As these . practices

,

management of resources has Tendered such resources ecologicalIy stable,
productive through. time.

OUD. er

Sustainable. The employment of their 11^CSF in the development and

enerations. - It caters to the level

of cooperation and mutual help have helped peruetiiate their 11<. SP. They help
each other in their traditional way employing what they know and what they have.

Health and environment - friendl . As the ms E!<SP shuns from the use of

Stron sense of comintmi

,

external inputs like ch. amicals, so the resulting products are safe for the health and
conservation of the environment.

,
,.... -.. , "

are rooted to local

and coo ration. This indigenous expressions
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encourages expression of creativity, ingenuity and spirituality.
Self tenant. Promotes reliance on own capacity and resources. It also

Weaknesses

Dis lacen, .Grit of IPs from their ancestral domains. Since the lips ^<SP are

rooted in their land and resources, their displacement from such or disruption due
to intrusions by so called development projects are tantamount to threatening

,

them and their I^CSP.

Death of old folks who are holders of their on ' nal UCSP. While TICSP

,

documentations have bean done sporadically, there are a lot more areas that have
remained undocumented while the old folks who hold them are passing away one
by one'

,

are changing in the ICCs. With the advent of so called modernization more and
more younger generations of EPs are losing appreciation for 11<SP. They tend to
regard them at lower level as compared to western introduced knowledge systems
and practices.

t
,
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Low a reciation of 11n<SP annon
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acultiirative forces, the younger generations of IPs are in a culture crisis. They are
cauglit between imbibing "seemingly better" ways of seeing and doing things over
end above the traditions and practices that they were born with.

Lack of or amzation annoi, . 11Ps. While they have traditional informal
organizational structure and leadership patterns, these appear to be insufficient to
help promote and monitor ^<SP appreciation. This void is much fi=It at the macro

Youn er

,

eneratibn of ms in culture crisis. With various external

level with weak national formation among 11Ps.

,

OUn GT srierations. Time and people

Opportunities

both at the global and local level specially with the declaration of 1995 to 2005 as
Decade of the IPs. 11. ,0 Convention 169 and other general declarations for lips are
helping a lot to focus attention on the IPs. and their plight.

Conducive environment reco

I

particularly focused greater attention and action for the IP sector specially along
the line of ampowemien. t and poverty alleviation.

Government's Social Refotin A enda. This thrust of the government has

role and ri ts of ms. This is evident
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international funding institutions, government and nongovernment organizations.
ER oriented projects initiated or supported by these institutions have significantly

Institutions and or animtions

helped in addressing pressing needs onCCs.

Le 'stations and issuances fa. vothi IPs. These include the DENR DAO 2

and the proposed Senate IBill No. 1728 (Indigenous People's Rigl. ts Act). Other
proposed bins however like the Intellectual Property Rights Code need to have
explicit provisions for protection of:IPsll;:SP.

Remainin lands and Natural Resources as base for IT'SP. While there

have been many cases of rip displacements and oppressive intrusions, there are
still significant land and resources held by the IPs where their 111<SP can be
applied and promoted. They just need to be secured and guaranteed occupancy by
the deserving ICCs.

SU ortive for ^s.

number of institutions willing and ready to support initiatives for ^<SP protection
and promotion. These include the UNDP, IT, 0-D, IDISCO, DANroA, and the
Asian Development Bank, among others,

Inclusion of lip Concerns in School Curricula. With the openness of the

Access to fund sources for romotion of IECSP. There are

Philippine Education System to curricular changes, inclusion of lip concerns is
worth pushing.

Infrastructure. Infrastructure to'ects like roads brid es school buildiri s

These include

and the like are helping improve the PIiglit of the lips. However, subsequent
projects of the government should first undertake adequate consultation with
local dwellers to ensure that the ms are not disadvantaged.

Threats

pressure on limitted land and natural resources to the extent of marginalization. of
the land and afterwards its original ^ occupants.

Ex OSIire to outside culture and other influences. This may later lead to
change of thinking and doing which lindenniries continuity of their own ^<:SP. It
can lead to abandonment of own 11:1<:SP in favor of foreign practices.

,
.*
18

\-

influx of outsiders into jins Ancestral Domains. This brings mounting

;*

their position and influence to exploit Ancestral Domain resources.

.

increasing

Political intervention from

Agreements (PLAs), Timber License Agreement (TLAs), mining, and
megadevelopmen. t projects. Aside from displacing the IPs and denying them
access, many projects like these destroy the IPs resources and livelihood base.

.

Destructive modernization

o Ie in

To anIs.

Well. Some of these people use

These ' includes Pasture Lease
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to exploit resources widthith. e ancestral domains without consent of the in. These
are threatening not only the TICSP but the very existence of the IPs. included to
tins are the Mining Act and the Forestry and land Codes.

^b^. These include laws granting riglits to outsiders

taking out by outsiders of artifacts and documented. IECSP without prior informal
consent from the coininiinity.

Presence of IPs in .environmentalI unstable areas. This is a stressftil

Violation of IPs intellectual Pro e

situation where the concerned ms not only struggle for a secure space to live but
with having to modify their TICSP to adjust to the changing environmental
condition. These maybe associated with natural calamities as in the case of the
Aetas in Zarubales.

Armed conflict affectin ancestral domains. The threat comes not only in
uncertainties for free practice of their ^<. SP but from their constant exposure to
armed conflict.

,
policy to this effect. The proposed intellectual property riglits code is not even
clear on this.

I^i ts. This is happening with the

B. Outsiders View of IPs and their 111<SP

Generally members of the mainstream society had low regard for ms and their
11<. 8P. Thus past educational assistance rinssionary outreaches and other developmental
assistance tended to encourage departure from the IPs traditional knowledge systems and
practices. Earlier policies and laws also tended to favor resource exploitation and
extraction by outsiders rather than allowing these resources to be managed by the ms for
their own benefit. These included Timber License Agreement (TLA), Pasture Lease
Agreement and Large Scale Mining Concessions there was on the other hand, attraction
to what they have or their resources. These include forest products like rattan, honey,
orchid, resins, timber, fishes, and even raw lands. As these are interconnected with and
are infact part of their indigenous knowledge systems and practices, the encroachment
and exploitation of these resources have also led to the deterioration of their IECSP.

It is among scientists and development workers where a noticeable will around is
taking place in the current decade. Whereas in the past the study of ICCs and their ^CSF
have been done only by to some foreigti and local anthropologists, such interest has
widened to more and more scientists and development workers with increasing
recognition of 11<SPs contribution to sustainable development. It is along this concerns
that efforts are now being pursued by concerned sectors to harness UCSP for sustainable
development.

Lack of a s stem that ensures rotection of ^<SP. TITis arises from lack of
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C. History of Government Approaches and Frogi. ams for IPs

The Philippine govenml, .Grit approaches and programs for ^s have evolved
through the years, During the American regime, the Filipino lips were refi3rred to as "non-
Claristian Tribes" and the colonial government souglit their integration into the main
body politic. A special government body known as the Bureau of Non-Christian Tribes
was created for the purpose. This was afterwards replaced by the Office of the
CornimssioiLer for Mindanao and Sum when the Commonwealth governnient was
established. The view then was that on account of centuries-long isolation, the Filipino
lips have generally falleiL behind the mainstream population in terms of SOCioeconomic
development, thus they need to be integrated to the mainstream society.

After the gi'ant of Philippine independence in 1946, the Congress created the
Comintssion on National integration (CNl) by virtue of Republic Act No. 1888. Among
its programs was the sponsorship of scholarship to deserving ^ youth to help cataljze the
ICC integration process. The Coriumission existed for about ten years and was able to
make some significant gains in its bid to attain its objectives before its functions, in so far
as the Non-Muslim Minorities were concerned, were transferred to the Office of
Presidential Assistant on National Minorities (PANAMD. I) an agency created under P. D.
719. The or^ continued to operate for sometim^ but only for the Muslim communities.
Not long after, its remaining functions were absorbed by the Southern Philippines
Development Authority (SPDA) and, later, by the Ministry of Muslim Affairs on^).

The PANA^, inql pushed the same policy of integration with respect to the Non-
Muslim tribes until it was itself abolished in 1984. It was supplanted by the Office of
Muslim Affairs and Cultural Communities (01vlACC) which was created by virtue of
Executive Order No. 969. The 01vlACC was structured after the or^. It had both Muslim

and non-Muslim communities as its clientele. But again, his office did not last long
because following the 1986 February Revolution, the agency was among those which
were abolished during the government reorganization. In its stead, three distinct offices
all attached to the Office of the President were created, namely, the Ofifice on Muslim
Affairs (OMA), the Office for Northern CUItoral Communities (ONCC) and the Office of
Southern Cultural Communities (OSCC). These offices were created by virtue of
Executive Orders 122-A, 122-B, and 122-C, respectively. Priority programs pursued by
these three agencies include livelihood assistance, agro-industrial techaiologjr transt;=r,
capability building, adult education, child care assistance, preservation and promotion of
cultural heritage, medical assistance, and legal services.

It must be emphasize that starting -1987 there was a radical shift from
rotegi'ationist policy to one that recognizes the IPs right to self detormination. .

A parallel development has been the incorporation of provision in the
Cooperative code of the Philippines which allows the ICCs to form their own
Cooperative by-laws consistent with their cultiire and indigenous practices.

.
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The present Administration's Social Reform Agenda (SRA) caps all the previous
and current efforts for the ICCs. The SRA prograinmatic attention focuses on poor
sectors of the Filipinos Society including the indigenous cultural communities, urban
poor, and fichei. folks,

I

,

D. History of Ancestral Domain Policy

Closely internalCGd with the concerns on TICSP and indigenous cultural
communities (ICCs) is the issue of ancestral domain. Historically this is marked with
heated arguments and at times, bloodshed on the liart of the IPs who continue to struggle
for suproniacy and control over their ancestral lands. The struggle stems from the
sweeping government policy of State ownership over all public domain as declared by
tile Regalian Doctrine. This was promulgated during the Spanish Colony period and
continues to be enforced today.

Thougli very slow, there have been, trough the years Some positive evolutionary
changes in tins state policy. Reco^xizing the uplanders as partners instead of enenxies in
upland development, the DERR, through. its Intogi. ated Social Forestry Progr. am us FF)
began in the early 80's to award Stewardship Contracts to deserving families providing a
25-year renewable Certificate of Stewardship Contract for the land. During this time the
occupant can freely use the land, subject to compliance with conservation measures with
most of the produce of the land going to his farmly. This was followed in 1993 by a better
policy pronouncement on the delineation and recognition of ancestral land and domain
claims. Hopefully with the likely approval of the indigenous Peoples Rights Act (Senate
Bill 1476) the IPs will come closer to their dreamed of supremacy and eventtial
ownership of thei ancestral domain.

Relative to unrest and irisurgen. cy among ICCs it is important to link peace in the
whole agenda of sustainability in the development process. The protection of IPS IECSP
should be connected to the recognition that marginalhation of the ms is a basic issue in
terms of irisurgen. cy and armed conflict. Thus swift action towards recognition and
respect of their ancestral domain and empowerment for the development and
management of their own resources are themselves concrete steps leading to peace and
development for the lips.

E. Review of Legislations Pertaining to 111<SP Ancestral Domains' andl. Jamral Resources

On trite^tional level, two Conventions are of relevance to 111<SP, namely the 11. ,0
Co^tion 169 on "Indigenous and Tribal People" and the Convention on Biological
Diversity.

Seen in tile jiglit of the requiren^Grits of these conventions in relation to ^s and in
Iia^CUIar TICSP relevant Philippine legal instruments have been analysed to identify gaps and
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conflicts. Relevant parts of the instruments are quoted and r^commendations for actions and
follow up are giverL

ILO in0.169 "indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention, 1989"

Content of the in. ,O Convemti0, I 169

The convention revises themdigsnous and Tribal Peoples Convention, n0.107 of 1957.

The convention covers human - and equal rights issues, and access to amplosymen. t,
traming and education, social security and health. Only in article 5 and 27 directly refi=tences
to 111<SP are found. However the convention covers a number of other issues that directly or
indirectly are related to the 11<SP issue. The Preamble of the convention calls tile attention to
"tile distinctive contributions of indigenous and tribal peoples to the cultiunl diversity and
social and ecological harmony of humankind'.

According to article 2 the governments shall have the responsibility for Glisoriiig the IP
participation and for protecting and promoting their rights among others in relation to ' 'their
customs and traditions".

Article 4 amphasize that special measures shall be adopted for safeguarding among
others the 11P's cultures and environment and article 5 point our that tile social, cultural,
religious and spiritual values and practices of these peoples shall be recognised and
protected "

According to article 14 the ^'s right of ownership and possession of lands traditionally
occupied or to which they traditionally had access for their subsistence and traditional
activities is amphasized. Particular attention is called for regarding the nomadic people and
slitftirig cultivators. It is particularly amphasized that procedures shall be established within
tile legal system to resove land Gladius by IP's.

Article 15 specifies that the rigiits of the IP's to the untilral resources pe^g to their
lands shall be safegiiarded. It is outlined that this includes the riglits of the people to
^rticipate in the use, managen^cot and conservation of these resources.

According to article 23 "Handicrafts, toml and Goumimity"based industries, and
subsistence economy and traditional activities of the peoples concerned, such as hunting,
fishing, trapping and gathering, shall be recognised as important' Inctors in the maintenance
of their cultiires and their economic self-reliance and developniexi. t. Governments shall, with
the participation of these people and whenever appropriate, ensure that these activities are
sire^^oned and promoted"

In relation to health services it is in article 25 among others specified that it shall take
into account "traditional preventive care, healing practices and medicines".

\
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Related to educotibn article 27 amphasize that " Education programmes and services
for the people Concerned shall be developed and implemented in co-operation with' them to
address their special needs, and shall incorporate their histories, their 1010wledge and
technologies, their value systems and their further social, economic and culti^al aspirations .

Further to this article 29 specifies that "The imparting of general knowledge and skills
that will help chitdren belonging to the peoples concerned to participate fully and on equal
footing in their own coinmimity and in the national community shall be an aim of education
for these people .

Status ill relation- to the Philhpi, leg

The Philippines has not yet ratified the rr, O Convention 169. A number of the
requirements of the Convention are however already implemented in various laws and other
legal instruments.

Presidential Decree n0.410 of 1974 on "Declaring ancestral hands Occupied and
Cultivated by National Culturel Communities as Alienable and Disposal, and tbr 01/16r
PI^ses". It is the, first legislative instrument that refor to EPs riglit to ancestral lands. The
preamble of the decree state the equality for all citizens of the republic, who incl. cultural
minorities should be given the opportunity to own lands occupied and cultivated by them.
The occupants of ancestral lands were according to section 8 of the decree given 10 years to
file applications for a Land Occupancy Certificateq. ,OC). If applications were not filed the
riglit to tile land would be lost. The Decree did however not have any positive effect for the
IPs since no LOC were issued for ICCs.

Presidental Decree n0.705,1975, and amendment by Presidental Decree n0.1559 of
1981, "Revised Forestry Code of the Philippines". Under definitions in the 1975 decree IPs
and Kanigin are referred to and ICCs riglit to a license for ownership to places of abode and
worship, burial grounds and old clearings are specified but only when Do commercial
interest for that forest area exists. The Forestry Code thereby is in mirindiate conflict with the
above decree of 1974.

Section 5 specifies that ill protected areas measures to prevent kaifigin and occupancy should
be undertaken and it is indirectly specified that laws such as on game and wildlife will
override tile rigl, .ts of ICCs. Both section 15 and 16 refer to that areas falling under any of
specified categories for protection and use and when public inter'est so requires land can be
expropriated and occupants can be ^jected. Section 51 to 53 addresses directly the ICCs and
management of occupancy in forest lands. In areas above 50% in slope occupants are obliged
to undertake conservation and tree planting measures as specified by the authorities.

A CG^ will be undertaken by the authorities to show the extent of occupation and
use. Those undertaking kaifi. gin before the code came into force will not be prosecuted
provided that they do not increase clearings and that they witlxin two months undertake to
implement the authorities management plan to conserve the area and protect forest resources.
According to section 55 wildlifo may be killed and consumed anno^Ig others for the
convenience of people, but the Director can regulate the killing in order to Gnome the

*
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ecological balance. Section 68 refors to that cutting, gatheringI' andor collecting of timber or
other products is prohibitsd without a license in alienable and disposable public lands(that is
an coring to tile decree areas not needed for forest purposes) or private lands. This means that
the IPs who according to the above decree of 1974 have not obtained a certificate of
landownership calmot legally without licence make use of the forest resources. This conflict
largely will be solved by the CADC system, thouglL there are differences in legal wording
which can be the source of legal confusion, Section 71 refi=rs among others to illegal OGOupa. -
tion. of national park systems and recreation areas. The section is aimed at those who enter
after tile decree came into force, however since n. o specific Tetoronce to exemption for ICCs
already occupying the area is made conflict may arise. The decree of 1981 section 53
Teitorates that ICCs who altered into forest or gi. mmg lands before the 1975 Forestry Code
came into force shall not be prosecuted provided that they do not increase their clearings and
that they wi^11 two months undertake any measures specified by the authority in order to
conserve and protect forest resources. It is however also specified that ICCs shall whenever
the best land use of the area so demands, be ejected and relocated to the nearest accessible
government resetllom. Grit area. Section 68 and 71 of the 1975 Decree are Teitorated in the
1981 Decree, and again unfavourable to ICCs. Since 1981 a number of legislative instru-
merits overriding the for the ICCs unfortunate rules of the Forestry Code have been
introduced For ICCs the content of the Forestry Code is of outi, ,. OSI importance and therefore
in order to avoid conflicts and misunderstandings it is important to revise and update these
two decrees to bring than in line with later regulatory measures

Republic Act 0076/1 of 1992 on "Adopting the Shategic Environmental Plan (SEP)
for Palawan, Creating tile A^Instrative Machinery for its implementation, Converting the
Palawan Integrated Area Development Project Office to its Support Staff, Providing Funds
Therefore, and for Other Purposes

11/1 section 3 covering definitions a specific reference is made to tribal land areas as
areas comprising both land and sea that are traditionally occupied by culti^al minorities.
Section 7 refors to establishment of an Environmentally Critical Areas Network itIat aniong
others shall ensure protection of tribal people and preservation of their culture. Section 9
covers areas of maximum protection or core zones where it is specified that exeptions may
be gi'antsd to traditional use of tribal coinmimities of these areas for minimal and soft impact
gathering of forest species for ceremonial and medical purposes. .Section 9 fiirttier refers to
buffer zones as

a) restricted use areas wb. er^ limited and noncomsumptive activities may be allowed,
b) controlled use areas, where controlled forest extraction, like collecting of minor forest
Iir^, and strictly controlled logging and wilting may be allowed, and
c) traditional use areas as edges of intact forests where traditional land use is already
stabilized or is being stabilized and where management and control shall be carried o11t with
the other slipporting programs of SEP. Section 10 covers coastal and mmrine zones and it Is
11nd^lined that equitable access to the resource and manager Dent responsibility by the local
cornmimity shall be the underlying management philosophy. In section I I Tribal Ancestral
Lands are covered, as being areas, traditionally occupied by cultural minorities, comprising
both land and sea areas. It is specified that these areas shall be treated in the same graded

10
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system of control and prohibition as in the others above mentioned except for stronger
amphasis in cultural considerations. It is underlined that the SEP, therefore, shall define a
special kind of zonetion to fulfill the material and cultiiral needs for the tribes using
consultative processes and Guitaral mapping of the ancestral lands,

The CDA Board Resolution n0. 372, S-1995 dated October 5,1995 was amended by
Resolution n0.469, S. 1995 dated Decen, ber 11,1995, giving "Guidelines on tile Eonnulation
of Articles of Cooperation and By-Laws for Indigenous People's Cooperatives (EPCs). in

IL 4 it is specified that among others the objective is to develop a system of
cooperatives among mombers of the IPs founded on their indigenous traditions, customs,
knowledge systems and practices. DER Administrative Order 04, series 1996 on "Rules and
Regulations Governing the Issuance of CARP Beneficiary Certificates (CBCs) tomdigen. o1rs
Culti^I Coinmimities and Peoples FLITSuant to Section 9 of Republic Act No. 6657 , which

a

clearly recognize tile ICCs and ^s riglit to ancestral domain^and

DOH Aimiiiiistrative Order n0.129,993 on "Traditional Medicine Program", which covers
the preservation and promotion of the use of traditional medicine

Republic Act n0.7586, "All Act Providing for the Establishment and Managernont of
National Tritegi'ated Protected Areas System, 'Delimitig its Scope and Coverage, and for Other
PI^ses" also called the NIPAS Act of 1992. The Act specifically in section 4 ref^ars to
ICCs and in section 5 it fomializes a system of hearing procedures which directly refers to
involven. Grit of People Organizations. Section 9 emphasize that the mallagco}Grit plat^g
strategy shall also provide guidelines for the protection of ICCs. There is however 1.0
mentioning on how Ancestral Doman Management Plans will be triteglared in the overall
park roaringomant plan
Section 10 ouanies the administration and management of the system. The Act allows for
issuing permits for a certain utilization in some protected areas/zones and (f) of section 10
provides DENl< with the competence to fix and prescribe fees in this relation. It is
recommended to amend the Act to read "when perlnitting the sale andor export of flora and
itI^ and other utilisation of natural resources from an area covered by NIPAS, DEI. 11^
should where fleasible give priority to ICCs and other communities that according to existing
legislation occupy the area. DEER should where deemed necessary by ICCs lend support to
communities in establishing such small scale Grits^ses". Section 11 elaborates on
establishment of a Protected Area ManagemeiLt Board for each protected area in which
among others a representative from each tribal community in that area should have a seat
Section 13 is the most important in this relation since it specifies -that Ancestral lands and

riglits and interest arising shall be accorded due recognition. It obliges DEI^1/1^ to
prescri'be rules and regulations to govern ancestral lands within protected areas; providing
that D^^11^. have no power to evict ICCs from their preseiLt occupancy nor resettle than to
another area without their consent. It is further provided that all rules and regulations,

adversely affectin^ rocs or not, shall be subject to notice and hearing to be
Iiammpated in by members of concerned rocs

The 1.1^As Act is implenJented by DENR Administrative Order. n0.25 of 1992

C
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The involvement of ICCs in the planning procedure and the importance in providing
livelihood opportunities based on sus^bio resource utilization is Teitor^ throughout the
Order. jin section 6 (d) it is specified that in cases where there is conflict in the classification
of buffer zone, such classsification shall not impair the traditional livelihood of ICCs.
According to section 10 (b) it'is for the sustainable use zones specified, hat they are natural
areas where the habitat and its associated biodiversity shall be conserved but where
consistent with the management plan and with FA^. IB appi'oval, ICC mombers may be
allowed to collect and utilize naturel resources using traditional sustainable methods that are
not in conflict with biodiversity conservation requirenients. 1/1 (6) it is specified that in
Multiple-Use zones settlements, traditional andor SI^^innble land use may be allowed to the
extend described in the managen"cot plan. According to section 70 (a) it is prohibited to hunt,
destroy, distillb, or mere possess any plant or animal or products derived thereft'om without a
perlnit, specifically authorizing such activity, from the Board or in the case of ICCs without a
inunially agreed policy. Taking into consideration the severe threat that habitats and codeimc
or rare biodiversity are under the prohibition is required It would however be important to
develop some guidelines on than agreement on utilisation can be given to ICCs. To this Gild
further studies on the use of wild flora and fauna and the potential impact as well as
consideration for how to improve sus^inability and providing alternative livelihood
possibilities incltiding flex. promoting the ICCs cultivation of wild flora for use in traditional
medicine;

DENR Administrative Order n. o. 02, series of 1993 on "Rules and Regulations for the
Identification, Delineation and Recognition of ancestral Land and Domain Claims, which
recogi:itze not only the riglits of ICCS to the said lands and domains but also their riglit to
general supewison. and control over the managernont of these.

DENR Administrative Order n0.96-34 on "Guidelines on the Manegom. Grit of Certified
Ancestral Domain Claims". This Order is issued following the NreAS Act of 1992 and the
above AO. n0 02, series of 1993. It gives guidance on the fomLulation and implementation
of the ancestral Domain Management Plan. 1/1 section 2.3 it is "recognized hat the IPs are
principalIy responsible for rehabilitating, protecting and sustainably managing the untilr^. I
resources within their ancestral domains". According to section 3.1 it is specified that TIL^
IPs have the right to formulate an ancestral doroam manag^nont plan reflective of their
needs and aspirations. It shall be prepar^d by the comintinity itself according to its own
indigenous knowledge systems and pinchces. "

DERR Memorandum Circular ILO. 96-02 on "interim Guidelines Governing the Issuance
of "I'myong Resources Permit' in the Province of nilgao" which is based on the recognition
of the unique forest conservation practice within smalllandlioldingsiiitlie Cordilleras.

Further to tints the Senate Bill n0.1476 on" An Act to Recognize, Protect and Promote

.

$

the Riglits of Indigenous Culti^ICOmmtiqities/Indigenous Peoples, Otherwise Known as the
indigenous Cultural Communities'/11n. digeiious Peoples' Riglits Act of 1996, Establish
impl^nonting Mechanisms Therefbr, and for Other Purposes" with a number of proposed
amen^lents is under discussion. 111 the version available Section 39 to 41 specify the

12



Intellectual Propedy Riglits of rocs and IPs inclining obliging the State to preserve and
protect this riglit and specify itIat tile riglit cannot be taken over without tile free and
informed consent of IPs. It would probably be legally correct to insert written so that the
sentence reads: without their free, informed and written consent. Furthermore consideration
should be given to including issues covering the rigl, .ts to compensationI share of possible
benefit It is the opinion of the consultant, , hat the intellectual Property Riglits in relation to
^<SP are best dealt with here and not in the Bill on Intellectual Propoerty Riglits which is
also under consideration. This Bill is of importance in relation to IEC:SP as it is the only
pioposed Act dready reformg to the IPs intonectual Property Riglits

in addition a proposal for a " Republic Act Providing for a CultiXEal Communities Code
in tile Philippines" is under consideration. This refi=rs among others indirectly and directly to
11<SP protection and promotion. It does however contain a number of cases of duplications
and different wording in relation to the above mentioned Bin 1476. It should be considered
to incorporate mis proposal into the proposed Bill in an effort to streamtine legislation related
to ICCs and 11Ps and to make the legislation easy to impl^nont

A Bill by House of Representatives on "An Act Providing for an Organic Act for the
Cordmera Autonomous Region, Amending for the Purpose R. A. 6766" is under

tire aspects of setting up anconsideration. Tile proposed Bill deals mainly with the
autonomous region. In Article Vll, section 3 (b) it is however specified that in relation to
formulation and implementation of development policies, plans and progi'ams in the CAR
shall among other tintngs respect for indigenous concepts, processes and institutions as bases
of develo^merit be addressed, and tills is also the case for development and use of
appropriate technology based on indigenous conservation practices ( same article, section 3
(0)

Bill Do. 47 Providing for tile Conservation and Protection of Wildlife Resources and
Their nabitats. Appropriating Funds Therefor and for Other Purposes. According to section 9
bioprospecting agreom. Gilts or peruxits shall be granted only after the collector has secured
prior informed consent of the local community. In addition , such agreemnts or petrixits shall
provide for the equitable sharing of benefits with the local conimunity. BIOprospecinig
without tile required permit or agreement' is subject to puntshment and a fills of up to one
ini^on pesos(section 24). The wording of the section should be amended in order to ensure a
"written informed consent of the local coinmimity is required". Section 10 specifies that any
form of exploitation of species listed as threatened is prohibited. However
provided, that, traditional exploitation of threatened species by local communities may be
allowed by the Secretary wiienever viable. Section 21 specifies that mombers of ICCs who
are dependent on wildlife for SI^tonance shall not be required a collection permit, provided
that such collection be for personal use or consumption only and not for trade. It is fullier
provided that the examption does not cover threatened species of flora and I^. tma

A Senate Bill SnO. 1471 on "An Act Creating the Traditional' and Alternative Health
Care institiite to Accelerate the Development of Traditional and Alternative Health Care in
tile Philippines, Providing for a Traditional and Alternative Health Care Developn^cot Fund
and for Other Purposes" is under consideration. The declared policy as outlined in article I,
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section 2, is to improve health care services itITougli the development of traditional and
alternative health care and its integration into the national health care sewi(:es. The State is
accoriiig to this article obliged to seek a legally workable basis by which indigenous societies
would own their kilowledge of traditional medicine, control whether any of that knowledge
may be used by outsiders; and for ^inlined users require aclaiowledgernetit as its source and
a share of any financial return that may come from its aimtorized colornecial use. The
objectives outlined in article I, section 3, are among others to promote research on and
development of traditional and alternative health care, and to promote these madalities.
Article it, section 4, e) specifies that intellectual Propedy Rigl, .ts are defined as the legal basis
by which the indigenous communities exercise their rights to have access to protect' and
control over their cultural jinowledge, including but not limitted to traditional medicines, and
to receive compensation for it Article in outlines the proposed set up of the Traditional and
Alternative Health Care institute under DOH in Metro Malla, but with branches elsewhere.
There are some overlaps of this proposed act in relation to DOH Adjiiimstrative. Order n0.12
9, 1993 on "Traditional Medicine Program" and the DEER Executive Order n0.247 on
Bioprosepcthig.

The Convention o, 113iologicalDiversity

Content of the Convention

,

International Instruments for the protection and management of the Worlds heritage of
Damne and the wild flora and fauna

Tile Biodiversity Convention is today considered to be one of the most important

ref^Is directly to rip's and I^<SP.
Aside from covering aspects of biodiverity protection and management the convention

111 article 8 of the convention it is specified that "Subject to its national legislation (each
country) shall respect, preserve, and maintain knowledge, itinovations and pinchces of
indigenous and local coriumuiiities . umbodyirig traditional lifestyle, relevant for the
conservation and sus^innble use of biological diversity and promote their wider application
with the approval and involvement of holders of such kilowledge, itinovation and practices
and encourage the equitable sharing of the benefits arising from the utilization of such
Ionowledge, innovations and practices. "

Further to this Article I O C oblige each country to "Protect and encourage customary
IISe of biological resources in accordance with traditional cultural practices that are
compatible with conservation or sustainable use requirements "

Status in relation to the Philippines

The Philippines has ratified the Biodiversity Convention.

Reformg to Article 16 of the Biodiversity Convention the following Orders have begi
passed: Executive Order n0.247 on "Prescribing Guidelines and Establishing a Regulatory
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Framework for the Prospecting of Biological and Genetic Resources, Their By. products and
Derivatives, for Scientific and Commercial Purposes, and for Other Purposes , and the
DEI. 11^ AdriLiiiistrative Order n0.96-20 on " implementing Rules and Regulations on the
Prospecting of Biological and Genetic Resources".

Both of these orders covers the issue of bioprospecting within ancestral land,
domain and local communities 03.0. 247 section 2 and A. 0. 96-20 section 5 and 7).
prospecting for biological and genetic resources ill these areas requires a Prior Infomied
consent Certificate from the concerned IPs.

Though both article 8 and IO of the Biodiversity Convention refer to the '
obligation of State to protect the XECSP this issue is not covered in the orders obligation of
States to protect the 1:1<SP this issue is not covered in the Orders implementing the
Biodiversity Convention. The reason forth onxission is that during the ^ consultation in
1994 preparing the Order, ms were against the inclusion of 1/1<SP, since it then was felt
that 11^<SP would be considered a commodity.

F. Situational I\. It, alysis On The Protection Promotion and Use Of 11<SP

While there has been lindeniably a noticeable fading away of XE<SP, there are
some developments and initiatives over the years to somehow address the threat. Though
still rather minimal as against the magnitude of the problem, these should serve as initial
foundations on which further remedial actions, both on the short terni and long team, can
be built up.

ms Own Initiatives. IP con^lullities in various degrees, have tlirough the

I

,

centuries managed to protect their 11<SP. Lately, because of increasing threat to their
111<SPs a few of them have fomLulated their own policies and programs for the protection,
promotion and enjoyment of 11<SP.

I

,

Return to sustainable traditional roduction tactices. This include the cheintcal free

farming advocated by the Sustainable Agriculture Coalition. The Coalition is composed
mostly of non government oroaiiizations. The Coalition is growing in membership and
gaining ground in its advocacy for sustainable agriculture. The Department of
Agriculture has current progi. ams and projects promoting sustainable agriculture as
supported by researches in State Colleges and Universities.

Green marketin . This involves the sale of ch. Gnatcal-free agricultural products produced
in ICCs. Although barely starting in Manila, this is gaming more patronage specially
among consumers conscious of health and environmental protection. Advocates and
promoters of gi. Gen marketing include the 1<alalIan Educational Foundation C!<EP), the
Philippine Business for Social Progi'ess (PBSP) and the Center for Alternative
Development, Inc. (CADC)

,

.

,

,

Government

one way or the other incorporate or promote application of 11^CSF. Among them are the
Agrofbrestry Development program, the . Central Cordillera Agricultural Program

,

o ams tomotin 111<SP. There are few government programs which in
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(CECAP), the Southern Mindanao Agricultural Progi. am and the Ancestral Domain
Management Project.

NGO and PO initiatives alon ^<SP Promotion. There is a gr'owing number of NGOs
00cal and international) and POS aggressiveIy advocating and demonstrating the merit of
traditional knowledge and practices. Among them are the KAPWA Foundation, the
international institute for Rural Reconstruction (ERR), the Foundation for Philippine

,

Environment (FPE), and the Small Grants Program of the UNDP GEE.

^. Completed and ongoing IK. SP related researches
cover subjects of medicinal plants, indigenous vegetables, swidden agi'iculture,
indigenous agroforestry systems, soil and water conservation, natural resource
management, indigenous leadership pattern, conflict resolution, indigenous cooperatives,
folk media, and belief systems of the ICCs. 11:1<SP researches are funded mostly by the
goverrmient. There is however glowing funding support from international sources like
International Labor Organization (11. ,0), Danish Development Agency (DANroA), FPE,
UNDP GEF SGP, and the Biodiversity Conservation 1.16tworie (BCN).

.

been more on studies, identifying and delineating the role and contribution of women and
children vis-a-vis the men in the practice and perpettiation of particlar 11<SPs. Indigenous
womens enjoyment of equal right and opportunities with man as regard social econointc
political and CUIttiral spheres of life as well as their participation in the decision-makirio
process is provided for in the proposed Senate Bill 1476.

Gender Concerns in 11^<SP projects initiated and pursued along tins concern have

*

,

TV. IP VISION, 11.11ssioi. { AND OBJECTIVES RELATIVE To T}-IE:IR. 11<sP

A visioning session was done during the National Congi'CSS for CADC Holders
last November 18 to 20, 1996 at Las Brisas Complex, antipolo Rizal. involved were 71
IPs and 63 Golt. IGO representatives. Six Groups were formed bringing together IPs from
geographicalIy adjacent Regions. Group I consisted of CAR; group 2 consisted of
regions I, 2,3 & 4; gi. oup 3 consisted of Regions 5.6 & 7; group 4 consisted of Regions
10 and 13; group 5 consisted of Regions 9 and 11 and group 6 consisted of Region 12 and
A1^^, 11vl. Each group came up with its vision relative to IECSP protection and promotion.
These individual vision statements have been merged and integrated into common vision
and mission statements as follows:

Vision:

We envision a prosperous, peaceful and sustainable communities of indigenous
peoples where our Indigenous Knowledge Systems and Practices (^<SPs) are fully
recogi, .ized, protected and promoted. "

Mission:

,

,

,
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,
.

"We, the Filipino ms, inspired by a common purpose shall strive together in
partnership with the government and other concerned organizations to have our Et<SP
incorporated in policies and legislations and in the PIarmiiig and implementation of
programs and projects for our corninunities.

Objectives:

The above vision and mission are supported by the following objectives:
I. To promote sincere appreciation of our IECSP as asset unique to our culture

and setting
2. To enhance recognition of the non-material aspects of our culture and

knowledge system that form the integral whole of our worldview.
3. To eatbrce requirement on full and infonned consent on the utilization of

natural resources within our ancestral domain, in accordance witli our
customary laws, by concerned govenmient agencies and twits

4. To promote full utilization and development of our 11<SP for self sufficiency
and progi. ess of our community in particular and our nation in general

5. To seek full 61npowennen. t in pursuing our own development tapping our own

,

,

,

.

,

,

.

,

' I

resources and Guided by our traditions beliefs, 1<nowledge systems and
customary laws

6. To push for progi'ams, policies and laws that advance our rights to our
ancestral domains and its resources and which TSSoect our traditional

management practices

TV. PR^. IC^LES FOR D. ITERFACD. IG rr<SP 1:1q' NATIONAL DEVELOP^, IENT

The door is now wide open for closer partnership between the IPs and the
mainstream society particularly in harnessing I^<SP as tool for development. To be more
meaningful and binding, such undertaking has to be governed by guiding principles as
presented below.

Res ct the IPs ri t to dotemiine and decide the character. direction and

,

. .

,

.

,

,

norities for their develo merit. jin Do way shall outsiders impose their plans and
programsl'projects.

Reco nori and res Got of lips ri ht to their ancestral domain and resources. in as
much as their ^<SPs are rooted to their ancestral lands and natural resources, these shall
not be alienated or used without their written and informed consent.

.

Res ct of the I^s distinct cultural identi The mainstream society shall
recognize and protect the right of the ICCs/IPs to preserve and protect their culture,
traditions and institutions. n<SP related ro'ects introduced should not in any way
threaten their cultural identity.

,

A
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Atone To runs/ To'Gots to ^CSP. Existing and introduced projects in traditional
IP area should not threaten local TICSP. The local ^<SP should rather promote or enhance
That which is being introduced

Promotion of self overrunent and Gin owerment . The project introduced should
help promote capacity of local coriumunities towards self detemiination and management
of their own natural resources in their ancestral domain. Likewise, the lips customary
laws shall be respected and complied with along with local institiitions and Indigenous
political stoictiires

Res ct of indi onous learntn s stems. To ensure passage of ItECSP across
succeeding generations, indigenous learning systeni shall be honored

^p^^!^. Development projects where 11<8P is to made part ot
shall be done with active partnership of the ICCs/l^s and following a process designed
by them

a

protection of the riglits and working condition of women and Grillarice their contribution
to the development process

I!^^^. ICCs/ms full ownership of their cultural and
indigenous property shall be respected

Gender and DeveloomeiLt. IECSP based projects to be evolved shall ensure

,

,
$

commercial use of ^CSFs specially those emanating from research and bioprospectino

V. ACnO}. I PLAN FOR ^<SP PROTECTION AND PROMOTION

Based on the above assessments, trend and visiontiig, an action plan has been
prepared. The recommended actions were listed from the two earlier IP consultations in
Antipolo Rizal and at the Atoneo de Manila

For the purposes of pinpointing that which can be done right away as a result of
this study from those that can be pursued over a longer time frame, the recoinniendations
for IECSP' protection and promotion are hereby categorized into "for mimediate
implementation and " for long term implementation " Table I onumerates the
recommended action with the corresponding time target, resources needed and
organ^ationlpersons responsible.

Local lips as ultimate beneficiaries. There shall be equitable and fair sharing ot

Vl. ORG not. IAL SET Up

18
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In as much as the concern on IT'SP foils under the Social Refonn Agenda, the
organization structure to be set up for 11<SP should be righttiilly accountable to the Social
Reform Council (SI^C).

A Task Force on 111<SP

The creation of a Task Force on indigenous knowledge systems and practices is
recommended. It shall be headed by the Undersecretary of Department of Environment
and Natural Resources as Chairperson and the Undersecretary for Research and
Development of the Department of Science and Technology as Vice Chairperson. Tile

' .Task Force Will have as members committed officers of the following Departments and
Buteaus of a position of Division Chief .or big!let, duly deputized to represent their
respective heads of offices:

National Economic Development Authority
Department of Agriculture
Office of Northern Cultural Communities
Office of Southern Cultural Communities
Office of the Muslim Affairs

Cooperative Development Authority
Department of Health
National Commission on Culture and Arts

Departnient of Education Culture and Sports
Local Government Unit Representative (League of}/lullicipalities)

As civil society counterpart, the non-go\letrunent community shall also have six
(6) repr^:sentatives in the Task Force. These representatives shall be selected by tile non-
government community considering comuminient to the cause of the indigenous peoples
gender balance and sectoral representation througli a process designed by them.

,
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,
, B. Powers and Functions of the Task Force

,

,

,

I . To review and ensure the incorporationI'application of rr<SP in progi. ams and
projects of concerned agencies and sectors.

2. To establish guidelines and mechanisms for the incorporation/application of
^<SP to progr'ams and projects.

Serve as Advisory Council to- the }. Tational Indigenous Knowledge Resource
Center.

4. Ensure that the intellectual property rights of ICCs and persons concerned are
protected in the course of the implementation of this Order.

,

.
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a

Review all programs and projects for implementation in tra itiona areas
d make recommendations for compliance by concerne organza ions an
sectors.

Initiate and supervise resource generation strategies to support re a
programs and projects in diff;=rent organizations and sec ors.

To require concerned government agencies for assistance in
personnel, facilities and other resources which is essentia or pe orm o
the duties of the Task Force and

8. To perforrn such other acts which are necessary to carry out i s in
functions.

5.

.

*

6.

,

I

,

7.

I

,
,
,

*
, .

. .

7. Submit to the Chainnan qf the Social Refomi Council qliarterly an amiua
reports on the progress of implementation of this Order.

, I

C. ^<. SP Resource Centers

The establishment of I^<:SP Resotitce Centers is recommended. Thes^ s a s^tve
as nerve centers for training, documentation, storage and reineva o
These centers shall train IPs in IECSP documentation so that the s s a
document their own XE<SP with assistance as necessary by tec 'ca pe
Resource Centers shall closely link with the agencies/ o1gariizatioris men I
well other IEC. workers for infomiation sharing and coordination o e '_0 . A . ,
also link with concerned ICCs and CADC areas which shall serve as is
promotion and demonstration of'^<. SP.

,
t

,

.

*

,

,
L
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,

.

un. CONCLUDl^IG REMA^S

.

This framework for 11^CSP Protection and Promotion is toten e to I g p
while waiting for the approval of the Indigenous Peoples Riglits Act (SB 1476) an t e
ratification of the Indigenous and People Convention (lI. ,O Convention 169). When
1476 is finally approved, this framework, along with the propose xecu I
11<SP could very well be inputted to its implementing rules and regulations.

It is hoped that this framework when acted out along with the Execu Iv^
IECSP will help in safegiiarding our fading ^<. SP and madiiize its con ri 11 '
improving the PIiglit of the ICCs in particular and-to nation building in genera .
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Table I

RECOlv^IEN:DIBD ACEYON

A FOR ^vl^^IBDIATE
^IPLE^^TATION

I . Certification of' urgency by
President Fidel V. Ramos tor
U. ,O Convention 169 and S. B
1728

Lobbying for enactment of S. B
1728

Action Plan on the General Framework for ^<SP Protection and

Promotion

ORGANIZATIONS
PERSONS

RES^ONSlDBLE

TllVm

TARGET

2. Capability building for lips to
safeguard their resources trom
exterdal pressures and d^VOIDj>
their own In:SE

3, Implementattoi^ and financing irontinwing
of more livelihood projects for
ICCs which employ 11n:IT IKSP

4. Vigorous Infonnation
Edu^tion and Communication
(IEC) program on IPs and their
^CSF

S. Draft and pursue sig!ling by the End of' June
President of an EQ on ^<SP
application and promotion

6. Establishment of National. and Q I(. Proposal) ' OB, TA
Regional I^< Resource Centers

7. Train IPs on documentation
and continue 11<SP
documentation through chum

Market de\, elopment for roc
products (e. g. green niarketing)

RESOl. IRCES

^EEDED

Betbre nine

NO Control

(>B TA

Continuing

08 . 'I. A

Mr. Joev Austria and 11L

GB* TA. ?S

DENR FA^ITIPI GZO

ECiP (')PAPP it, o Do

On. DA. OSCC. ONIA

}4EDA ADB NGOs. LB:

DENR* LGU, NGOS Pi. >

Collt. In\ring

>B 'TA. 19S
BS

&

\,

18

DEI*{I^, DT1 01\ DOLE.
ONCC. OS(, C ONIA, <

OB 'FA BS

^. PG

DEER DBlv{ Fir\. DE
Media LG{I

Q! . Q

Continuing

I^0 11<SP Project, DENR

OB TA. BS

11<SP Project, UNDP

TA OB BS

rr, O DEER

D'F1 DEER. DA DOS'I'.
LGIJS DOT



B. FOR LONG TERM
I^^^IP ATTON

Policies, L^:stations,
Ordinances

I. Codification ofcustoniary laws Continuing
and harmonization with
governnient laws

2. Utilization by outsiders of
resources in CADC areas

should be subject to the ms
consent and to tile ternis and
conditions set by the ms

3. Fast track litetacy programs tnn Continuing
the ms

Institutional Arrangement and Support S 'st "^
I. Faderate IPs for the purpose Febrt:;In

among others of promoting on war{. Is
I^<SP ~

2. Strengthen co, NGO and PO

Continuing

support through multi agency
coordi'nation, consultation and
^ I, a^cipation

Act^ ^r^ms

rate SP in the school Ql .Q4

SI^ cod man^wer Continuing-. e. .. .,, '
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TA, OB BS

BS. TA (>B

NGOs. POS, IPs, SCL.T

*

OB. 'FA. BS
r's

I>Ei. *:R. . NGOs. 1.00

2,

Q! . Q4

Y
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DECS, CGU, SIJCs,
1'151SDA. SL

013. TA. BS
RPG

*.
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OB, TA. BS

P

11. C>. DEI. ,'!^., i. I(30s, POS,
SI^<7* !, Gl. is. op, ^\...,o1:,

015>. IR. POS. NGOs

OB. TA BS

BS, OB TA

DECS. Cl. IED

DTl, TBSDA, DOLE NGOs
I\ICCA LGUs
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3. AD^, IP planmng using
in^geneus or^tires

4. Enhance community-based
I^rid productivity program

Begearcb and Development

I. Moratorium on ongoing
research and development by
outsiders

Z initiate MOA between
R^archers and CADC
Holders

3. Continue with researches but
the res to conduct them with
^rincrship of scientists. as
necessary

Ql ' Q4

Ql' Q4

TA, OB. BS

Q' ' Q4

o

TA, OB, PS

NOTE

^.. 0, DENR. POS

Ql . Q4

Codes for Time Target and Resources 1.16eded:
Ql First Quadet
Q2 Second Qinirter
Q3 Third Quarter
Q4 Fourth Quarter
OB Operational Budget
TA Technical Assistance
PS Political Support
BS Bureaucratic Support
RPG Resolution^Petitions b Gi'

PS, BS
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Ql ' Q4
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